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ONE-MAN DEBATE TOURNAMENT
VValteh F. SxnONtEiU

For the past eight jt^urs, Cornell College ha.s been sponsoring a tlireeroimd cro.ss-examination debate tournament early in January. When we
began our toumament, the cross-examination format wa.s not widely used in
thi.s section of debateland. Now it i.s fairly common. Since in the opinion of
some the debate topic this year is in need of a change, we thought a reason
able substitute for so ratlical a move might be to change the debate format.

Early in the fall we wrote to our usual constituents asking for their re
actions to experimenting with a one-man debate tournament. Most of the

replies were favorable; so, we issued the invitations and started worrying a
little. We wore encouraged to learn that several of our colleagues had used

one-man debate in class though they had never considered it for toumament
debate.

We were motivated to experiment with one-vs.-one debate partly because

wc felt that occasional varietv' in the tiaditional pattern of debate is desir
able, and partly because we have often wondered whetlier the "team"
concept is valid for debate. All of us have heard debates in which the txvo
Assistant Professor of Speech, Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.
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teammates operated with as much separation and independence as the best
stereo recording. A not untypical response is that of a second affirmative
who, on being asked the major contentions of the affirmative case, replied,
"Oh, you mean Jeffs (colleague) contentions?" It might also be argued that
one-to-one debating is good preparation for those often-mentioned, if ill
defined, real life situations for which we supposedly prepare our students.
It was hoped that the one-man format would bring about more direct clash
between debaters, each completely responsible for his position, with no
e.scape into,

. . my colleague will tell you."

On January 9, 1965, forty-five debaters and faculty sponsors arrived on
campus to take part in our new venture in debate. We used the following
time limits: Affirmative, 8 min,; negative, 8 min.; affirmative, 6 min.; neg
ative, 8 min.; affinnative, 4 min. Debaters were permitted to change the
time allocations, provided they stayed within the total of 18 minutes for th(?

affirmative and 16 minutes for the negative. The extra two minutes for the
affirmative was justified by referring to the win-loss statistics which usually
favor the negative.*

We scheduled two rounds of an hour and a half each during the morning.
During each round, four debaters and a judge were assigned to each room,
One affirmative and one negative debater took the first 45 minutes of the
round, and the other two debaters took the last half of the round. After

lunch, wc had one round in which we matched the better debaters against
each other. In this round all debaters took part. To get the extra judges
required, we used uppcrclass students from Cornell for the bottom half,

debaters who would not at any rate be eligible for the trophy. We then had
one final round in which the best affirmati\e debater was pitted against the
best negative, and this was judged by all debaters present.

On the ballot for the final round we did not ask students to sign their
names; but w-e did ask them, in addition to picking the winning debater, to
evaluate the one-man format, and to comment on the tournament. All of

the students rated this procedure as "favorable" or "highly favorable." A
few students were critical of the severe time limits and felt that this did not

allow enough time for tlie full development of ideas. Most of the students
seemed to feel that the sen.se of direct clash and sole responsibility for ideas
were extremely valuable. No debate coaches expre.ssed negative reactions,
and most of those present seemed to feel that this was a worthwhile new

departure, even though some of them had been ver\' skeptical before the
tournament.

Changing the format w ill not eradicate whatever flaws may exist in inter

collegiate debate; however, it seems to this observer that the onc-and-one
formula may have one limitation and at lea.st two advantages. The limitation
is that of time—34 minutes as against 60. The advantages seem to be two:

(1) It makes it somewhat easier for the judge to keep track of all the points
made and to decide whether or not real clash and refutation have taken place;
and (2) it seems to provide more direct person-to-per.son communication than
does t\vo-man debate.

We intend to try it again.
* At this toumainent, the tiffinnative won 29 debates; the negative, 15.
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THE UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS
OF POLICY QUESTIONS
III. INHERENT EVIL*
Arthur N. Kruger**

The third "game rule" that Marsh objects to is that of having to show
that weaknesses are inherent in, or caused by, the status quo, for even if a
debater had to show weaknesses at all, he should not have "to take on this

additional burden." Where Marsh's previous arguments were based on
exceptions, his arguments on this point have no basis whatever.

His first contention is that effects can sometimes be ti-eated directly with
out knowing or eliminating their cause. And he cites the case of a hayfever
allergy being treated by antihistamines instead of by diagnosis, and elimi
nation, of the cause. An analogous case might be treating, by means of
some drug, the pain caused by a decaying tooth rather than going to the
expense or inconvenience of repaiiing or removing the tooth. I introduce
this latter example because it makes somewhat easier the task of demon

strating what is wrong with Marsh's analysis. Although it is commonly
said that in such cases one treats effects rather than causes, careful analysis
will reveal that this really isn't tine. In the common sense notion of cause,
certain causal factors are often overlooked. For example, we speak of a
man's dying as a result of drowning, poisoning, being shot, old age, etc.,
as though different causes may produce the same effect; but "death" in

such cases is being used as an abstraction—the heart has stopped beating,
the individual has ceased to breathe, etc. Now while this notion is useful

for many purposes, it would not satisfy an investigator bent on determining
the cause of a particular death. Where the average man is content with a
relationship that goes from cause to effect, which may seem to be a many-toone relationship, as indicated above, the scientific investigator is intent on
seeking a relationship that is equally determinate in either direction; that
is, he seeks a one-to-one relationship; Wherever X occurs, E occurs, and E

does not occur unless X occurs. "He has accordingly," as Stebbing has said,
"to analyze the conditions into their constituent factors so that he may as
certain whether any are urelevant, and whether any, though necessary, are
not sufficient to the occurrence of the result." Which is to say that a par
ticular effect has a particular cause, just as a particular cause gives rise to
a particular effect; there is a one-to-one relation between them. "The ap
pearance of a plurality of causes . . . rises from the neglect of certain fac
tors in the total situation that constitutes the effect-occurrence."^

By the same token, to say that an effect can be treated without treating
its cause is simply an oversimplification of what really happens—a con
venient way of speaking. In the instance cited, of pain being caused by a

bad tooth, actually it is not the bad tooth or the bacteria in the tooth that
is the immediate cause of the pain. A careful analysis would reveal a

chain of cause and effect, roughly like the following: bacterial activity
>
tissue damage
> critical state in which the destructive forces begin to
* Third of a series of four articles.

** Professor of Speech, C. W. Post College, Greenvale, N. Y.
^L. Susan Stebbing, A Modern Introduction to Logic (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., n.d.), p. 264.
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exceed the rate of repair

> sensation received by tlie imspecialized free

nerve ending, or neuron [receptor]

system or brain

> message relayed to central nervous

> message returned to troubled spot

> pain felt. Now

a drug may immobilize or temporarily deaden the receptor; thus no message
would be sent and no pain experienced. However, in immobilizing tlie

receptor, we would still be tieating a cause—not the root cause but a more
immediate cause. The common sense notion, which is clearly unsatisfac

tory for scientific purposes, would be that we were treating tlic effect and
not the cause. Such treatment, by the way, is usually unsatisfactory and,
if persisted in as a substitute for treating the root cause, can be dangerous.
There are many medical eases on record of people who have no pain

sensitivity; there is one such case, for e.xample, of a seven-year-old girl
whose parents on occasion smelled the odor of burning flesh and found
her leaning casually on a hot stove.

Failure to get at the root cause in order to eliminate an undesirable effect
is generally unsatisfactory for two reasons: 1. treatment of an intermediate
cause (or what Marsh would call an effect) is usually temporary; in the
case of the bad tooth, the receptor is only temporarily immobilized by the
drug; thus, the effect (pain) recurs intermittently; 2. damage is still being
done by the root cause (the bacteria are still destroying tissues); though

the effect of the damage is temporarily concealed, the basic evil still per
sists; temporary concealment may lead to complacency and neglect of the
damage being done until a point may be reached where the damage be

comes so advanced that treating an intermediate cause is no longer effec
tive and the body dies. This is usually the trouble with expedients—tem

porarily useful but potentially dangerous. They must be recognized as
such and an effort must be made to get at the root cause if we truly wish
to eliminate the ultimate effect.

The second reason Marsh gives for objecting to causal analysis is that
argumentation textbooks are often confused in tlieir treatment of the theory
of causation. "Causal-reasoning sections m the popular argumentation

textbooks probably sho\\' more confusion and more disagreement among
authors than in any other area of argumentative theory." Even if this latter
conclusion were true, would this be a reason for abandoning causal anal

ysis? Because certain writers, including Marsh, don't understand tlic prin
ciples of logical analysis, are we to abandon logic? This makes about as
much sen.se as saying that since many writers are unclear about or don't
understand the principles of liberal democracy, we should throw out this
system.

The final reason given by Marsh for not requiring a debater to deal with

"this problem of inhcreney" makes about as much sense as his last one: it
is much more difficult in the social sciences to analyze cause than in the

physical sciences, and he quotes Barzim and Graff to the effect that an
oversimplified analysis of cause—i.e., picking one "paramount" factor as
cause—"ends in .self-stultification." To my knowledge no writer, includfaig
those in the area of argumentative theory, has ever denied tliis. Certainly
not I. ("Picking out only one factor of a cause can lead to an oversimplifi
cation of the truth."- "Because of these differences [between the data

studied iu the social sciences and those studied in the physical sciences
and the methods available for studying them] generalizations in the social
•Modern Debate: Its Logic and Strategy (New York; .VIcGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1960), p. 165.
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sciences are usually far less dependable than those in tlie physical sci
ences,"-') Many otiier writers have made the same points. To wit, Searles:
"In the concrete sciences, where the siMpiences and uniformities are specific
and repeatable, knowledge of causal connections enables us to predict and
control. In the historical and social sciences, where the sequences and
uniformities are more complex and less capable of repetition and control,
less exactness is to be expected."* The point is, jii.st because something is
difficult to do and becau.se we can't always be sure of the results, docs this

constitute a reason for not attempting to do it—especially in this case,
where logic absolutely requires that it be done? Not only do I say this
but anyone with the most rudimentary knowledge of the scientific method
kmows that this is how all scientists proceed in trying to solve problems.
It is significant to note that the fallaciousness of Marsh's both arguments
arises from this very failure to analyze the cause of tlie t\vo symptoms
which he claims exists: te.xtbooks are not clear on the theory of causation
and causal analysis is difficult. Since neither symptom can be attributed to
the logical structure of causal analysis, it makes no sense to say that this
structure should be eliminated, It is evident that Marsh is unaware of the

logic, or in his case illogic. which exists in his arguments. .Are we there
fore to abandon a logical principle on the word of one whose inability to
understand it leads him to commit the very errors which a correct applica
tion of the principle would prevent?

Now consider for a moment some additional examples of what happens
or is likely to happen when causal analysi.s is ignored. Every year, during
the course of teaching, I listen to hundreds of speeches on controversial
policies. Despite the pains I take to <'xplain to affirmative .speakers the
wisdom of incjuiring into the cause of the "e\ils" they plan to introduce,
time and again I hear arguments like the following (and the,se are examples
taken from speeches gis'cn during the course of just one week—last week,
in fact):

Example 1. The jury system should be changed. Why? There are
at present long delays before a case can come to trial—anywhere from

3'/2 to 5 years in Nassau County. Then the opposition speaker, or the class
during the question-answer period, asks, "What are delays due to?" An
swer; "We have a shortage of judges and courtrooms." Next question:

"Then why get rid of the jury system? Why not appoint more judges and
build more courtrooms? How will substituting a panel of judges solve the
problem?" Answer (with some eonstr-rnation and with typical irrelevancy):

"But, if you will recall, this wasn't the only problem I discussed."
Example 2. Professional boxing should be abolished. Wiiy? Boxers are
usually cheated by their managers and often wind up broke. Look at Beau
Jack and Hurricane Jackson. Qiieslion: "Why are iroxers cheated?" An
swer; "Their managers are crooked." Question: "Why not put some
check on these nianageis and perhaps establish a trust fund for the fight

ers?" Answer; "Well, that might solve this problem, but. remember, boxing
is still a very dangerous sport, etc.. etc."
Example 3. Capital punishment should be abolished. Why? The poor
and the underprivileged are discriminated agamst. especially the Negro in
the South. Women and those who can afford to hire expensive lawyers
Ibid., p. 155.
■•Herbert L, Searles. Logic ond Hciriilific Method (New York: Tlie Ronald
Press, 1956), p. 242.
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usually get off with lighter sentences. Question: "Under your proposed

plan of life impri.sonment, I assume everyone will automatically get a fair
trial?" Answer: "Well, no—uh—uh—at least these unfortunates won't be

put to death." Question: "What will happen to them?" Answer: "They'll
be given life imprisonment." Question: "Will the injustice have been
eliminated?" Atiswer: "Not really—but it won't be as much of an in
justice. After all, being in prison for the rest of one's life isn't really as
bad as being executed." Comment (with usual resignation); "Well, maybe
you have a point there."
Example 4. The President should bo elected by a direct vote of the
people. Why? Well, under the present system when a candidate wins a
majority in a state—say fifty-one per cent—he wins all the votes for that
state. The minority might jtist as well not have \oted. Question: "Under
your plan, then, I take it that the candidate receiving the majority of votes—

say fift\'-one per cent—won't be elected?" Answer:

of course, he'll

be elected." Question: "Well, what happens to the minority vote then? I

suppose they might just as well not have vt)ted, then, considering the effect
of their vote in the final tally. After all, the winner did take all—he got

the job, didn't he?" Answer: "T'lri afraid you didn't understand my point."
(And so on ad nauseam.)

And so I fall back on diagramming the point once more on the black
board;
E

Ct

E is the effect; C, is the true cause;

is the .spurious cause. Now if the

spurious cause—say the jury system, if wc use example one—is eliminated,
the true cause, the shortage of judges and courtrooms, will still operate and
the evil effeet, long delays, will continue to exist. Thus we see: 1. there is
no tieed to eliminate the jury system if we wish to eliminate the delays and

2. the proposed plan of a judge's panel will not eliminate the delays, br
either case, the true cause of the delays, the aforementioned shortage, will
continue to operate.
Thus is it demonstrated that to avoid illogical analysis, not to mention

einbarrassing situation.s, one must take pains to see to it that the evils in
troduced stem from the policy which is to be rejected. Only thus can one
truly show a need for a change and be in the position of being able to show
further that the new policy would inei't the need.
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DIFFERENCES IN THE FORENSIC
HONORARY FRATERNITIES
Stanley Rives and Donald Klopf*

There are some distinguishing characteristics which mark the three na
tional collegiate forensic honorary fraternities. These differences are probably
a result of the distinctive purposes and goals of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha, Pi Kappa Delta, and Phi Rho Pi.^ The historical context of differences
between the three organizations is well described by Annabel Hagood in
the Tan Kappa Alpha text. Argumentation and Debate.^
A recent study conducted for the American Forensic Association provides
some useful information about the similarities and differences in our forensic

honoraries.® The information reported here comes from returns on a ques
tionnaire distributed during the 1963-64 academic year to all universities,
colleges, and junior colleges with departments of speech.^ The directors of
forensics or heads of departments of speech at 1,200 institutions of higher
education were questioned about their programs; 50% responded, but the
percentage was better of schools with a national forensic honorary chapter
on their campus.
The 377 responses from honorary-affiliated schools represents an 80%

response of the 477 individual chapters. DSR-TKA has 190 chapters, and
135 or 71% replied; PKD has 220 chapters, and 209 or an amazingly high
95% responded; PRP has 67 chapters, and 33 or 50% answered. The 377
responses from DSR-TKA, PKD, and PRP schools represents 63% of the
total replies; tliat is, 37% of replies came from schools without a forensic
honorary.

Table 1 shows the type of schools that hold membership in the different
honoraries. PRP obviously maintains membership only in the nation's junior
colleges. DSR-TKA is stronger in the universities while PKD is stronger
among colleges. Both DSR-TKA and PKD are equally represented in public
and private schools (50% each). PRP has its strength in public institutions:
90% of its chapters are in public junior colleges.
Table 2 indicates the size of the schools of chapter members. Fifty-six
percent of DSR-TKA schools have enrollments over 5,000; 82% of tire PKD
* Stanley Rives (Ph.D., Northwestern University) is an Associate Professor of
Speech and Director of Forensics at Illinois State University, Normal. Donald
Klopf (Ph.D., University of Washington) is Associate Professor of Speech, Univer
sity of Hawaii, Honolnlu.
^ Hereafter these organizations will be referred to as DSR-TKA, PKD, and PRP
for tlie purpose of conserving space.
^ See Chapter 3, "Forensic Honorary Societies," by Annabel Hagood in James
H. McRath (editor). Argumentation and Debate: Principles and Practices, Revised
Edition (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1983), pp. 33-47. This is an
excellent brief description of the history and function of the various honoraries.
^ This study was much broader than tlie results reported here indicate. A more
tliorough description of the complete study and its results have been published in
the Journal of the American Forensic Association, Volume II, Number 1 (January,
1965).
^ The maihng list for the quesHormaire was taken from the "Chairmen of Speech
Departments" section of the 1964 Directory of the Speech Association of America.
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TABLE 1
Tvpe of member schools*
Type

DSH-TKA

PKD

PRP

University

66%

36%

0%

College

31

63
1

0

Junior College

3

100

* N — 377 for nil ttiblps.

TABLE 2
Size of member schools
Enrollinciit

DSR-TKA

PKD

PHP

32%

Under 1,000

10%

24%

1,000-2,999
3,000-4.999
5.000-0,999
7,000-8,999

24
10
11
10

38
20
5
5

9,000-10,999
Over 11,000

4
31

2
6

32

15
21
0
0
n

TABLE 3
Number of

YEARS ENGAGED IN FORENSICS

National

Years

DSR-TKA

1-5

PKD

.Average*

PRP

3%

17%

61%

6-10
11-15

6
9

6
10

37

9

0

7

16-20

9

11

2
71

3
53

0
1
1

6
3
48

21-25
Over 25

27%

* Includes all affiliulcd and non-affiliated schools in tables 3, 4, and 5.

TABLE 4
Program lncrease-DECREASE

DURING PAST

PKD

FIVE \'EABS*

Relativo Size

DSR-TKA

Expanded

61%

66%

73%

61%

Remained Same
Decrea.sed

27
12

32
2

18
9

28
11

PRP

Average

• 19R3-64 compared with 1938-59.

schools have enrollments below 5,000; 797^ of the PRP schools have enroll

ments below 5,000, and 1007c' below 7,000 students. Taken together. Tables
1 and 2 suggest that DSR-TKA has its greatest strength in larger universities,
PKD in smaller colleges, and PRP in small junior colleges.
Table 3 presents the number of years the responding schools have partici
pated in forensics. DSR-TKA schools have the oldest forensic participation
tradition, 71% having been active t\vonty-fivc years or longer, PRP chapters
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TABLE 5
NUNfBF.n OF STl'DliNTS PABTICIPATIXG IN l96;i-64
Naliaiial
.Number

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-2.5
26-.30
Over 30

DSH-TKA

3%
9
18
2t)
20
8
22

PKD

5%

PRP

25%

Average

5%
20
28

9

50
5
1.5
5
0

14

0

12

20
27
15
10

18

11
6

art' the newest; 98% ha\e been eiigayetl in forensic activities ten years or
less. Of the two senior college fraternities. PIQ) seems to be growing more
rapidly with 23% t)f its chapters liaving begun forensic programs within the

last ten years as compared to 9% for DSR-TKA.
Table 4 reveals the increusc or decrease in the niim!)cr of students partici
pating in the forensic program over fi\'e x-ears earlier (1963-64 compared

uith 1958-59). DSR-TKA chapters are expanding, but less than either
PKD or PRP. Since DSR-TKA chapters are older and larger, this is probably
a reasonable expectation. The DSR-TKA percentages correspond most
closely with the national averages, which include non-affiliated schools.

Table 5 notes the actual number of student participants in forcnsics during
the 1963-64 academic year for each organization. In this area. PKD schools
correspond most closely to the national ax eragcs. DSR-TKA schools involve
the greatest mimher of participants; oO"/* of DSR-TK.\ chapters ha\c twentx'
or more .students active in forcnsics. PRP schools maintain the smallest

squads; 757f ha\e 10 or less participants, wliiie none have more than twentyfive participants.

These conclusions appear to he warranted concerning differences between
tlic three honorary forensic fraternities:

1. Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha appeals to larger universities.
DSK-TK.A chapters arc relatixcly older, have expanding programs, and have
relatively large numbers of student participants.
2. Pi Kappa Delta appeals largeh" to smaller colleges. PKD has a rcla-

tixely large number of new and expanding chapters, and the number of
student participants corresponds \rry closely w ith the national average.
3. Phi Rho Pi .serves only junior colleges. PRP chapters have relatively
new and expanding programs with relatively small numbers of student par
ticipants.

These distingiiishing cluuactcrislies probably reflect differences in mem

bership policy between the tlircc (jrganizations. However, as Hagood has
stated: "These forensic societies have shared a common purpose—the recog

nition of excellence in public speaking."-^' The differences indicated here are
probably overshadowed by that shared common objective.
Hagood, p. 47.
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"RESOLVED: THAT AMERICAN DEBATERS SHOULD
ABANDON THE USE OF CLICHES"
OR

DESPITE NEGATIVE ARGUMENT TO THE CONTRARY, A PAT PHRASE
IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR AN UNDERSTANDING OF LOGICAL DISCOURSE.

A play in one obbrevtoted act by
HoBEnr P. Friedman

Wliile wjiut follows is entirely fictional, no pretense will be made that

resemblances to persons living or dead are accidental. Indeed, quite the
reverse is true; if it were not this play would ne\'er have been written.
Arfiiimcntis Personac

Moore Drivel—The man wlio portrays this character must be carefully
chosen for the part. Physically, any student will do, but vocally.

Drivel must be a man who can and does speak at the rate of .563 words
per minute and who can and is heard at a distance precisely lO'i- times
the distance from the speaker's stand to the remotest comer of the
theatre in which the production is staged.

My Colleague—This is not a speaking role. Any student u ill do so long as
he is a sensitive soul with a rubber face and can react with smiles and

nods of approval to Drivels every word. Together, Drivel and Mr
Colleague comprise The i'\ffirmation. On occasion they may be called
The -Affirmative Team or simply, and familiarly. The Affirmative.
Worthy Opponent #1—While this is not in the true sense of the word a

speaking role, ne\'ertheless the person chosen for it must have certain

vocal attributes. While appearing only to whisper, and that only occa
sionally, he must nevertheless be able always to be heard at a distance
precisely twice the distance from his scat to the remotest corner of the

theatre in which the production is staged. Certain physical (lualities are
also mandatory. He must be a man who is a master of two emotional

responses, both of uhich must be immediately and unmistakably ap
parent to all: utter unbelieving astonishment and hurt pride.
Worthy Opponent #2—All that is true of WtiRTHv Opponent #1 must be

true in equal measure of Worthy Oppijnent #2. Together, those two
Worthies constitute Tiie Negation. They may, on occasion, be called
The Negative Team or .simply, and familiarly. The Negative.
Honorable Juix;k—Any person obv iously older than The .Affirmation and

The Negation will be appropriate for this part. He does not speak but
must must be capable of appearing tired, bored, and inattentive at all
times. At the same time he must writt' incessantly.
Madame Chairman—This part is ti ick-y; the name is anomalous. The roleis played by a female of the approximate age of Drivel, My Col
league. and the two Worthies. She must be very attractive and must
have ten fingers,

Madame Chairman'.s Friend—^This man must be of the Greek God type—
every inch a scholarship athlete. His letter sweater must have a large
H oil it and four letter stripes and a star ou tlie sleeve.
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The Flacc

Tilt' kiiicler^aiten room at tiie Laboratory School on the campus of the Hack
neyed Institute of Teclinology. a school affectionately referred to by alums
and visitors as Old Hit.
The Time

As the curtain opens the clock on the wall aho\'e the entrance must sIkjw the

time to be c.xaclly 12:57. Ensuing action must be so timed tliat Diuvel'.s first
word is uttered precisely at 1:00 when the bell rings. This is very important.
Act—the onhj
Scene—the ouhj

Tlie entrance is U.C. At B. is a battered teacher's desk immediately in front
of which is an impn)vised speaker's stand made up of two playlionses with a
board laid from the rooftree of one to the rooftrce of the other. Two rows of

displaced icd chairs appropriate for kindergarliiers roughK" face the teacher's
desk. The two U.C, and the two D.C. chaiis ha\ e been dragged slightly out

of position and have before them tables of appropriate size, the sort customarib' used for modelling c]a\'. Croat quantities of crumpled yellow legal
sized paper are to be found on tlie flofir around these two tables. The re

mainder of the room resembles the usual kindergarten room.
.•\s the curtain opens .M.\n,\.ME (ii.mum.an and M.\n.\NfE

friend

are .seen at the entrance U.C, They are in a long and rather pa.s.sionate em
brace broken intermittently by .\iad.\me cu,\ihman" who looks first up and
down the corridor offstage and tlun at the ilock abose tlie doorwas' in wliich

she stands. Einalb' she sees what she has been looking for and indicates to
MADA.ME ciiAiRMA.v's FRIEND that shc will SCO hiiu ill exactly one hour.
.\IADA.\IE chairman's FRIEND CXitS and MADAME CHAIRMAN crO.SSCS D.L.,

tries to scjueeze herself into one of the desks, gives up the idea, drags one of
the red chairs down the center aisle of desks, and sits down. She is seen re

arranging her hair and repairing her lipstick as drivel and mv colleacue
enter all businesslike witli three attache cases and four file boxes between

them to take their places in the two red chairs D.C. Even before they aio
in place wortifi' opponent #1 and woimiv opponent #2 enter similarly
burdened and take their places at the two red chains, l!.C, While all four

males are bus\' unpacking honorahle ji DCE enters, pauses at the dooiAvay
to .size up the situation, crosses to teacher's desk where he picks up a paint

pan which he will subsequently use as an ashtray, and walks down the
center aisle of desks toward madame ciuirman. He squeezes himself into a

desk U.B. of madame f iiAmxiAN in that position which gives him tlie best
vantage point for observing her well-crossed legs, By now all four men have
finished unpacking and are looking expectanth from madame chairman to
iiONOHARLE JVOGE and back again. It must l^e said that they are more atten
tive to the former than to the latter.

HONORABLE JUDGE CatchoS -MADA.ME C:IIA1RMAn's CVC aiicl liods. MADAME
CHAIRMAN catches drivel's e)e and nods, and dui\ el ri.ses and moves toward

the improx'iscd speaker's stand while throwing a fuilive look at the clock and
checking it against his own watch. Just as drivel completes his business of
covering the entire surface of the board with 3" X 5" index card.s, buttons hi.s
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coat, and readies himself to speak, madame chairman jumps up, covers the
three or four steps to honorable judge, and indicates to him that she will
need to borrow his watch. After receiving it she returns to her chair, puts the
watch on the nearest desk where she can sec it. holds up all ten fingers
before her face, and nods at drivel.

DHiMCL: Thank you, mad.anie chaih.ma.n (bell is ringing loud and clear
and will for the next five seconds, but drivel goes right on and is clearly
heard not only by those in the room but also by the man operating the power
mower just outside the window U.L.). honorable judge (nodding at hon

orable judge), worthy opponents (nodding at worthy opponents), and
Ladies and Centlcinen (gazing blankly at the empty rows of desks), before I
begin to speak I would just like to say how glad my colleague and I are to
represent Banal U. and what a great privilege we deem it to meet our
worthy opponents from Trite College at this wonderful tournament sponsorc^d annually by Old Hit.
We arc here this morning to debate that very important proposition, "Re
solved: That American debaters should abandon the use of cliches," but

before we can profitably debate tliis very important proposition my colLE.vcuE and I feel that we should define a few of the terms so that both the

.Affirmation and the Negation can ba\'e some mutual understanding as to just
what it is that is represented by this very important proposition, my' col
league and I find the proposition exceeding clear—the terms can almost be
described as self-evident—only five words or phrases require clarification.
First of all by "debaters" we shall mean those secondary school pupils and
college and university undergraduate students who participate in formal
iiitcrscholastic and intercollegiate argumentation.
Second, by "American" we shall moan those inhabitants of the continental

United States including .Alaska and to which .should be added Hawaii. We
do not feel, and we are certain that our worthy opi'onents will agree, I
repeat, we do not feel that we arc obliged in establishing a prima facie case
to accept a burden of proof that would require us. the Affirmation, to extend
the term "American" to include those who debate north or .south of our

United States borders, (my colleagit: smiles and nods approval; both
woRTirv OPPONENTS Stare at drivel in utter unbelieving astonishment; hon

orable JUDGE scribbles a hurried note; madame chairman's friend paces
anxiously by entrance U.C.; and madame chairman, after ascertaining that
no one is watching her, lowers three fingers simultaneously.)
Third, by "Abandon" we shall mean in the words of Webster's New Inter-

Collegiate Dictionary. sLxth edition, copyright 1949, page 1, quote: "To
give up with the intent of never again claiming one's rights or interests in;
to give over or surrender completely; to desert." Unquote.
Fourth, by "cliches" wo shall mean—witli apologies to our worthy oppoN'ENTS and to our host. Old Hit—but from that selfsame source, p. 154,
quote: "a trite phrase; a hackneyed expression." Unquote.
And, fifthly, by "should" we shall mean "ought to but not neces.sari]y will."
Restated then, we would word this very important proposition as follows:
"Resolved: That those secondary school pupils and college and university
undergraduate students who participate in formal inter.seholastic and inter-
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collegiate argumentation and who inhabit the continental United States in

cluding Alaska, and to which should be added Hawaii, ought to hut not
necessarily will give up with the intent of never again claiming their rights
or mtercsts in. ought to give over or surrender completely, ought to desert
tlio use of trite phrases or hackneyed expressions." (.\n' colle.\ci.t; smiles
ajid nods his head vigorously and wohthy opponents hastily confer. Only
one word from the womnins is heard: "0\'er.siniplified." madame chair
man. again seeing maoamk chairman's friend move by the door, lowers
Iavo more fingers and with them hc-r right hand. Without a pause for breath
DRIVEL continues.)

After careful analysis of this ver\' important proposition and after wide read
ing on the question we find that there are three issues in this debate, three
points on which the staltiv quo must fall. T shall say these slowly .so that my
WORTHY orpoNENTS will bc able to know exaeth' what our position will be
in today's debate. It is our contention that. One: There is a need for a
change; Two: Our plan will meet the need; and Three: Our plan will have
benefits, I shall in my constructive speech cover all three issjies which, with
their several contentions, will indict the .vtalus quo, fulfill our burden of

proof, and constitute our pritna facie case; and mv c:olleac.i'e in his stand
upon the floor will review the entire affirmative case and see just how it
stands up in the light of negative refutation.
(At this point madame chaibma.n's friend reappears to lean suggestively
against the door, madame chairman senses his presence and on noticing
that HONORABLE JUDGE is (loziiig lowcrs all but one finger which she osten
tatiously waves at drivel who scrambles hastily through the remaining
3" X 5" index cards, selects one, and concludes as follows:)

And, tlierefore, because wo have proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that
the sfaiits quo has evils with many (|uotcs from eminent authorities, that our
plan is both workable and practicable, and that certain advantages and no
disadvantages will accrue from its adoption, we. mv colleague and I. the
AffiiTnation. ask that you reject the contentions of our worthy opponents.

the Negation, in their .stand upon the floor and concur with us in accepting
this ver>' important proposition. "Resolved: That American debaters should
abandon the use of cliches."
And the Curtain Falls.

15
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BOOK REVIEWS

Two Ways and O'litiiu Stohids hy

Roy. L. Hill. .Albany; Fort Or
ange Pic.ss, 1964. 883 Broadway,
Albany, New York. 87 pp. $2.95.
The material wliieh Roy Hill has
brought together in this collection is

of interest because it represents at
tempts, obviously o\'er a period of
years because of the extremely varied
styles and sensibilities involved, to set

douii the nature of the Negro expe
rience in white America. J say at
tempts because I don't feel that any

single selection is entirely successful
at its own work. The advantage of
the collection over the individual

pieces lies in tlie transition that is

made from the niupialified accept

dealing with Negroes and is left fi
nally In question by the hero, who
says, simply
"1 wish 1 knew the answer."

This is not only reduction, it is op
timism, becaust; it supposes the exis
tence of an answer on the white
man's tenns. It is a form of retreat: it

withdraws from the actual problem
po.sed by an insufferable situation.
In "M\' D(nu- -Angelo," tlie book's
only overt in\'olvemont with sex (and
a non-Negro story), another kind of

tension is resolved by means of a sim
ilar retreat. Tlic story itself is famil
iar; a young soldier is forced into an
exening with a prostitute by his ser
geant. The boy's reluctance and sub
sequent revulsion are tied by the

ance of an An'iericun-.standard set of

autlior to the boy's relationship with

values and aspirations to a self-acknovvledgcd point of confusion. The

lais seminarian brother. Now. here

book's last story, "The \'alley." But

we have the makings f>f a psycho
logical crisis of some complexity, and
the imagery of an obli\'i{)us and de-

first tilings first. In the opening story,

tenninate snowfall that emerges in

moment of confusion comes in the

"Two Ways," a Negro Na\ y Yoeman

the .sl(jry'.s closing paragraphs seems

is placed in the uncomfortable posi

capable of sustaining a Duhliucrs

tion of house sla\e to his field hand

conclusion. But the hero reheat.s, in

ccjinrades. The unrest of his fellow

stead. into an obvious and institution

Negro sailors is channelled through

alized concept of ihc fiood, accepting
the purgatix'c reprimand of a very

him. He is a target for their abu.se

and, at the same time, their spokes

standard set of Christian images—a

man. The collision that results be

church bell, a handful of nuns in the

tween tlie .sailors and their Southern

snow beneath the prostitute's win
dow, and a x ision of Brother Angelo

Captain does not damage the hero's
BIC HOUSE position of preference
though; instead, it is reconfirmed, re
defined by the prejudiced command
ing officer. Aldioiigh the process of
complaint that is followed by the disgiiintled sailors presents an interest
ing series of alternatives for revolt,

From violence to collecti\ e bargaining,
tlie hero reduces the problem in terms

of the white paradigm presented by
the two positions of his two superiors
—the ineffectual Northerner and the

anti-Negro Soutlierner. The story's
conclusion rests on their methods of
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in his cassock.

Retreats liki- these are common to

this collection, and though they never
lead to any special or profound un
derstanding within the stories them
selves, the\' leave the reader with a

.sen.se of the unrest that is generated
by unresolved tensions. These ten
sions arc especially pronounced in
the Negro stories where the answers

settled on by major characters are so

notably incapable of the problems
the stories pre.scnt. The clichcd good
into which the.se people withdraw be-
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comes ominous as the stories hiiihl up

handouts or found in the clnst, the

a pattern of uneasy resolutions. TJic

promises become absurdly false, and

iiood is always slandiird. \\ ell-ehe\ved
American, wliite C'hi istiaii. and pro-

the vague dreams they give rise to
must he seen as tragic burlescjues

gressi\e; it waits like a per\ersely

played out by the underprivileged.

designed Molloch to swallow the in

The

most disappointing

thing

dividual, but its not an aggressor.
Characters go to its wi'll-acK'ertised,
gokl-toothed moiilli, filled with tele-

about these stories is that they are

\'ision and B-mo\ie sentiments. The

advantage of the Negro voice, which
is finally not simply a matter of style

final story is the only one that at
tempts a real look at the monster, a
real understanding of its horror, but

not written with any of the fresliness

of vocabulary or syntax that is the
in tlic nsnal sense but a iinestion of
precision and involvement. The dis-

this is clone with a nightmarish con

tinetion that LeRoi Jones insists upon

fusion of image and svinbol, The
\-alle\ is the pit, the biittom of the

between the meaning of "God don't

present damnation. It is Inhabited In'

never change" and "(iod does not
ever change^" is important to the busi

an overcoming wife, who preachc-s
"tlie horror of sin and the beauty of

ness of fic tion because it is a part of

hiiinility," a sterile house, and an

tiian a ciuestion of dialect; language
is a part of and an acti\e principle in

empty and abandoned se.x life.

the world of the stories. This is more

In addition to shoit stories the

the world as described; it is an ine.s-

book also contains several essays.

eapahle part of the "human refer-

Taken out of tlic framework of the

eiiee" of a piece of fiction.* In Ttco
Ways the Negro voice is heard only
occasionally in the dialogue. Else
where, Mr. Hill's language is acle(juale though at times his search for
variety gets him uncornfortahly close
to Roget. He's at his best with proper

collection these pieces might well
deserve tlie dismissal as platitudinous
that they receive in the introduction,
hut arranged as tlicy arc among the
stories, they enforce the sense of un
rest dramati/.ed in the iielion.

In

The Significance of Christmas" Mr.

noniis, uhieli for him are .special

Hill works over the let's- put ClirLst
hack into Cfiristmas slogan, sa\ ing all
of the eoiuenliona! things about
Christ, God. brotherliood, and good

commodities. Unlike Slipslop or Malaprop or Each' ]h)oh\'. names that
merely mean or suggest meaning, the

will to men. But the onl\' real in

Roekall, N.
Betty O. Nicholson,
Da\to!i. Olu'o, Henry j. Sisture) are
handles, literally things to hang on to,
points of rexerent balance f«)r an

stance of brotherhood in the essay
has to do \c ith lamdouts—nickels and

dimes. Tliis kind of contrast, if not
original, is oftcai useful when de\el-

opcd. Here it's left to manage for
itself among the welter of cliches.
The method is the same as that used

ill the fiction: tension is iindcqdaycd
in tlie face of the conventional eval
uation. Tlie use of coins found here

and in the "Progressive Dime" is
direct and

valuable.

Nickels and

names in these stories (Bagdad llolel,

otlierwise nnresoKed and often am-

hixaleiit style.
"I sliil into the erispness of tlie
fokled slu-et. elated over the

prospect of spi'iidiiiH tlur forth
coming year with Henry J. Sis-

tare." ("They .All Used to
Come to Hank's I'lace")

The majority of these stories do not
mo\e tovx'ard an\" eonclusivc^ action

(limes are promises from the greater
society, that owner of the generalized
good. They are causes for optimi.sm
and entranced speculations of a rich,

instead, they perform and reperform

full life, hut taken as thev are as

3^12 (Winter 1963).

or stx'listicully directed statement;
* "E-xpre.ssive

Language,' Kiilchur.
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the act of naming. In "The Art Les
son" Dayton, Ohio is an act sus
pended for the conjunction of Her

nandez and O'Neil, an epiphany that
has more to do with star charts and

astrology than ideas or characters.

bles) toward the popular, white vahie
system. The kmowledge that some
where beyond the barricades tliere is
a Negro sensibilitx' obscuring its own
interests with the same accepted, un
diluted ideals that come over every

Tliis kind of naming is most com
fortably done in poetry or more ana
logical forms of fiction. Here the
invocation of names for purposes

That the book finally sets forth a hero
who can begin to deal with the white

other than identification is another

(Umner critically is a real moment of

attempt to reach the nebulous dream.

strength. This complication is more
demanding than the available sim

Their function is ritualistic in the

production of continued expectations,
After all this, it is difficult to settle

on a single, portable evaluation of
this book. Its importance lies in the

viaixH television set is valuable no

matter how distressing it may be.

plicity, for at this point a simple
choice between two prearranged
ways is no longer a possibility.

attitude it takes (and finallv dissem

Michael Anania

VOX POP
Dear Editor:

there is no "Stopping-off" point or a
point where a sharp line can be

I would like to say that Mr. Marsh's
belief that my disagreement with him
was in no way personal is true. At

drawn, no line at all can bo drawn; iti
other words, smce a precise distinc

least we agree on that, though it ap
pears on little else. In reducing some
of his points to absurdity' (the phrase

tion can't be made, no distinction at
all can be made; black is the same as
white, hot is the same as cold, intelli

is his, not mine), however, I don't

nological tangle," as he prefers to

gent is the same as stupid, etc. A
common enough fallacy but hardly
what one would e.xpect from an (ex

believe it is the result of a "termi

believe, but tl^e result of unclear

ponent of the scientific method.

thinking on his part. Again, I don't
mean to be unkind to Mr. Marsh per
sonally—in fact, I fijid him quite
personable—but the phra.se "termi
nological tajiglc" seems to aptly sum

I would like to say also that my
philo.sophica] preferences are not
subjective, as he says his are, but arc

up his views. Even after his second
article, I find them no clearer or

lime to go into now.
In any event, I would like to com

soimder tlian I did at first. Among

mend Mr. Marsh on the controversy

predicated on what I like to think is
logical analysis, which I have not the

the fallacies which he commits in his

which he has stirred. I think it is on

most recent effort, 1 will allude only
to the striking example of the "argu
ment of the beard," namely, that

the whole salutary. I would also like

for his kind words concerning my

there is no difference between a

articles.

to tliank Professor Robert \V. Smith

small or gradual change and a major
or rapid change because tliey are

Arthur N. Kruger

connected on a continuum. Since

C. W, Post College
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_. .

DE DePauw, Greencastle, Ind. .

Robert O. Weiss

DF Dickinson, Carlisle, Pa.

DG Duke, Durhom, N. C

Rev. Will Terry
Lionel Cocker
Poul Hunsinger
Herbert Wing

_.

Joseph Coble Weotherby

EA Eorlhom College, Richmond, Ind.
—
EB Eostern Kentucky Stote College, Richmond, Ky.

. . E. Orville Johnson
Aimee Alexander, John
Lesson

EC Elmira, Elmiro, N. Y.

. ..

ED Emory ond Henry, Emory, Va
EE Emory, Atlonto, Go
EF Evansville, Evonsville, Ind.
FA

. ..
-...

Florida, Gainesville, Flo

Donold E. Williams

FB Florida State, Tallahassee, Fla
GA Georgia, Athens, Go. . _
GB George Washington, Washington, D. C
GC Grinnell, Grinnell, lowo

. Roy C. Brown
James Z. Robun
Sandra O'Connell
Gregg Phifer

..

Richard Husemon
George F. Henigon, Jr.
William Vonderpool
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HA Homilton, Clinton, N. Y

HB
HC
HD
HE

J. Franklin Hunt

Hompden-Sydney, Hompden-Sydney, Vo.
Hanover, Hanover, Ind.
Horvard, Cambridge, Mass.
Howaii, Honolulu, Hawaii

HF Hirom, Hirom, Ohio

..

D. M. Allan
. .. Stonley B. Wheoter
Harry P. Kerr
Orland S. Lefforge
Theodore J. Wolwick

HG Howard, Birmingham, Alo. .. .
HI Howard, Washington, D. C. ..

Roy Ambrester
Leroy E. Giles

.

lA Idaho, Moscow, Idaho

A. E. Whiteheod

IB Illinois, Urbono, III

. . Joseph W. Wenzel

IC Indiano, Bloomington, Ind
ID Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Ind

E. C. Chenoweth
Otis J. Aggertt

IE Iowa Stote, Ames, lowo

E. M. Bodoken

IF Iowa, State College of Cedor Falls, Iowa

Lillian R, Wagner

IG Iowa, lowo City, lowo

Michael M. Osborn

JA John Carroll, Clevelond, Ohio
KA

Austin J. Freeley

Konsos, Lowrence, Konsos

Donn W. Parson

KB Kansas State, Monhatton, Kansas

.

Ted Barnes

KC Kentucky, Lexington, Ky

Gifford BIyton

KD Kings, Wilkes Borre, Pa.
KE Knox, Golesburg, III

. Donold L. Torrence

Robert E. Connelly

LA Lehigh, Bethlehem, Pa.
LB Lincoln Memorial, Harrogate, Tenn.

LC California State College, Long Beach, Colif
LD Louisiana State, Baton Rouge, La. —

LE Loyolo, Baltimore, Md

H. Barrett Davis
Earl H. Smith

.. . Reta E. Gilbert
Waldo W. Braden

Rev. William Dovish, S.J.

LF Loyolo, Chicago, III.

Donald J. Stinson

MA Manchester, North Manchester, Ind

Ronald D. Aungst

MB Monkato State, Monkoto, Minn.

Dennis Bormonn

MC Marquette, Milwaukee, Wis
MD Maryland, College Park, Md.

Joe Hemmer
.

ME Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass
Phillips R. Biddle
MF Mossochusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Moss. Richard Kirshberg
MG Memphis Stote, Memphis, Tenn. ...
MH Mercer, Macon, Georgia
Ml Miami, Coral Gables, Flo. . —

. Michoel Schon
Helen G. Thornton
. Frank Nelson

MJ Miomi, Oxford, Ohio
MK Michigon, Ann Arbor, Mich

ML Michigan State, Eost Lansing, Mich
MM Middlebury, Middlebury, Vt

Bernard F. Phelps
Kenneth E. Andersen

Jerry M. Anderson
Frederick Bowman

MN Minnesoto, Minneapolis, Minn.

MO Mississippi, University, Miss

Robert Scott

Ray A. Schexnider

MP Missouri, Columbia, Mo

MQ Montona State, Missoula, Mont.
MR Morehouse, Atlanto, Ga.

Robert Friedman

Rolph Y. McGinnis
. Robert Brisbane

MS Morgon State, Baltimore, Md.

MT Mount Mercy, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MU Mundelein, Chicago, III
MV Murray State, Murray, Ky
MW

Muskingum, New Concord, Ohio

NA Nebroska, Lincoln, Neb.
NB Nevado, Reno, Nev

NC New Hampshire, Durham, N. H
ND New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.
NE New Mexico Highlands, Las Vegos, N. M.

NF New York, Fredonio, N. Y.
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Harold B. Chinn

Thomas A. Hopkins
Sister Mary Antonio, B.V.M.
James Albert Tracy
. ..

Judson Ellerton
Donald O. Olson
Robert S. Griffin

Phyllis Williamson
W. C. Eubonk
Walter F. Brunet

, Roy Hill
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NG New York (Univ. Hts.), New York, N. Y.

..

George B. Sorgent II

NH New York (Wash. Sq.), New York, N. Y

-

Nl North Carclino, Chapel Hill, N. C.
NJ North Dokoto, Grand Forks, N. D
NK Northwestern, Evonston, III.
NL Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

Robert R. Kunkel
Thomas B. McClain
. Leonard Sommer

_

OA Oberlin, Oberlin, Ohio 08 Occidental, Los Angeles, Calif.

_

OC Ohio, Athens, Ohio
.

-

-

. . Woyne Brockriede

OG Oregon, Eugene, Ore

W. Scott Nobles

OH Oregon State, Corvcllis, Ore.

Ralph W. Peterson

Pacific, Forest Grove, Ore
Pennsylvanio, Philodelphia, Po.
Pennsylvania State, University Pork, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Po
Pomona, Claremont, Colif.
Purdue, Lafoyette, Ind

—

PG Queens College, Flushing, N. Y

Albert C. Hingston
. .
. Clayton H. Schug
Robert Newman
Hans Palmer
. . Ronald F. Reid

Robert G. King

RA Rondolph-Mocon, Ashland, Va.

Edgar E. MacDonald

RB Rhode Island, Kingston, R. I
RC Richmond, Richmond, Va.
RD Roonoke, Salem, Va

Bert E. Brodley, Jr.
William R. Coulter

RE Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N. Y.
RF Rockford, Rockford, III.

.- Joseph Fitzpatrick

Jeonette Anderson Hoffmon

RG Rutgers, New Brunswick, N. J.
SA
SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
SG
SH
SI
SJ

Don Foules

.. Richard D. Rieke

Ed Robinson

OF Oklohomo, Norman, Oklo

PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF

Ruth Lewis
Lee Roloff

... ..

OD Ohio State, (Solumbus, Ohio

OE Ohio Wesleyan, Delaware, Ohio

Merritt B. Jones

Donald K. Springen

..-

Jomes Wood

St. Anselm's, Manchester, N. H.
. John A. Lynch
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn.
Anito Munson
St. Lawrence, Canton, N. Y.
.
Thomos J. Kane
St. Mary's University, San Antonio, Texas
. James Brennan
Son Froncisco State, San Francisco, Colif.
Henry E. McGuckin, Jr.
University of California, Santo Barbara University, Colif. .. Upton S. Palmer
South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.
. Merrill G. Christophersen
South Dakota, Vermillion, S. D. . .
Harold W. Jordan
Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.
James H. McBath
Southern Methodist, Dallas, Texas
Harold Weiss

SK Southwest Missouri State, Springfield, Mo.

Holt Spicer

SL Stanford, Palo Alto, Colif

Arthur Hastings

SM State College for Teachers, Albany, N. Y

Dr. Richard Wilkie

SN Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y

Paul E. Reid

TA Temple, Philadelphia, Po.

Ralph Towne

TB Tennessee, Kncxville, Tenn.

Robert L. Hickey

TC Texas, Austin, Texas

Martin Todoro

TD Texas Technical, Lubbock, Texas
TE Tufts, Medford, Moss. .

-

TF Tulane, New Orleans, Lo.
UA Ursinus, Collegeville, Po.
UB Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

E. A. Rogge
A. G. Kershner, Jr.
George A. Adamson

-

UC Utah State, Logan, Utah

- . Rex E. Robinson

VA Vanderbilt, Noshville, Tenn

VB Vermont, Burlington, Vt.
VC Virginio, Chorlottesville, Va

VD Virginia Polytechnic, Blacksburg, Va.
WA Wabash, Crawfordsville, Ind
WB Wake Forest, Winston-Solem, N. C.

WC Washington, St. Louis, Mo.
WD Washington, Seattle, Wash.

- -

P. Merville Larson
Robert M. O'Neill

Randall M. Fisher

-

Robert Huber
John Groham

E. A. Hancock
Joseph O'Rourke, Jr.
Franklin R. Shirley

Herbert E. Metz
David Strother
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WE Washington and Jefferson, Washington, Pa
WF
WG
WH
W!
WJ
WK
WL

Jomes Marshall

Woshington and Lee, Lexington, Va.
Woshington State, Pullmon, Wash
—
Wayne State, Detroit, Mich
Waynesburg, Woynesburg, Pa.
Wesleyan, Middletown, Conn
Western Kentucky State, Bowling Green, Ky
Western Michigon, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Wiiiiom W. Chaffin
R. P. Fousti
George W. Ziegeimueller
A. M. Mintier
Bruce Markgraf
Rondoil Capps
Charles R. Helgesen

WM Western Reserve, Cleveiond, Ohio

_

WN Westminster, New Wilmington, Pa.

WO West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va
WP
WQ
WR
WS
WT

Wichita, Wichita, Kansas Willamette, Saiem, Ore.
William and Mary, Williomsburg, Vo.
Williams, Williomstown, Moss
Wisconsin, Madison, Wis

-- Wiiiiom L. Barnett
-

WU Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wis

Mel Moorhouse
Howard W. Runkel
Donald L. McConkey
George G. Connelly
Winston L. Brembeck

Raymond H. Myers

WV Wittenberg, Springfield, Ohio
WW

Cloir Henderlider

Richard A. Seizinger

G. Vernon Kelley

Wooster, Wooster, Ohio

Harry Sharp

WX Wyoming, Loramie, Wyo

Patrick Marsh

XA Xovier, Cincinnati, Ohio .

Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan, S.J.

YA Yale, New Haven, Conn

Rollin G. Osterweis

YB Yeshivo, New York, N. Y.

David Fleisher

ATTENTION:
Members

Faculty
Alumni

Articles of worth ore always in demand, as well as letters, notes,
and even complaints.
Send to

Professor Chorles Goetzinger, Editor
Speech and Govel
Department of Speech
Oregon State University
Corvollis, Oregon
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